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Forward Looking Statements:
This presentation contains forward-looking statements”, within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995. Such forward-looking statements relate to the plans, expectations, and intentions of Zoom Telephonics, Inc., doing business as
"Minim. Actual results may be materially different from expectations as a result of known and unknown risks, including: the potential increase in tariffs
on the company's imports; potential difficulties and supply interruptions from moving the manufacturing of most of the company’s products to
Vietnam; risks relating to global semiconductor shortages; potential changes in NAFTA; the potential need for additional funding which Minim may be
unable to obtain; declining demand for certain of Minim’s products; delays, unanticipated costs, interruptions or other uncertainties associated with
Minim’s production and shipping, including chip shortages; Minim’s reliance on several key outsourcing partners; uncertainty of key customers’ plans
and orders; risks relating to product certifications; Minim’s dependence on key employees; uncertainty of new product development, including
certification and overall project delays, budget overruns, and the risk that newly introduced products may contain undetected errors or defects or
otherwise not perform as anticipated; costs and senior management distractions due to patent related matters; risks from a material weakness in our
internal control over financial reporting; the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic; and other risks set forth in Minim’s filings with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. Minim cautions readers not to place undue reliance upon any such forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the
date made. Minim expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any such statements to reflect any
change in Minim’s expectations or any change in events, conditions or circumstance on which any such statement is based.
This presentation contains certain non-GAAP financial measures. For a reconciliation of the non-GAAP financial measures to the appropriate GAAP
financial measures, please see the Appendix.
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We are on a mission to make every connected
home safe and easy to use for life and work.
Minim delivers Internet connectivity products with an exclusive global license to the Motorola brand.
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Investment thesis
●

Investibility. Minim has filed to uplist to the NASDAQ and
has launched proactive investor relations to tell its story.

●

Hardware to Software. Minim is pivoting to a software-led
company with subscription revenue reported Q1 2021. This
means better products (hardware/software synergy),
higher margins, faster growth, subscription SaaS revenues,
and a much more valuable business.

●

Undervalued. Software-led peers are valued at 4x to 11x
revenue; MINM is now valued at ~2x run-rate revenues.

●

Sustainable Growth. After 3 consecutive quarters of record
revenue, MINM expects to be profitable before the end of
the year and have the capacity to self fund growth.
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Our market and products
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In 2020, the world broke 1 billion internet subscribers
●

Massive $356 billion global market - (9% CAGR to 2027)
Tremendous room for growth; 50% homes lack internet

●

Strong tech tailwinds - 5G, satellite services & highspeed connectivity standards

●

Strong smart home tailwinds - Global growth in smart
home tech, streaming services, gaming

●

Strong pandemic tailwinds - Accelerated remote
working, telemedicine, & education

●

US policy tailwinds - President Biden’s Infrastructure
proposal: $100B to broadband infrastructure for 8 years
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We deliver what connected homes need
Powerful bundled hardware & software

●

~20 product lines with widening mobile app
distribution, plus TP-Link, MikroTik, Zoom® ZM.1

●

63% WiFi enabled products in 2020 gross sales;
36% cable modem only
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And solutions for ISPs & hybrid businesses
Minim’s AI-driven cloud platform enables remote management and security of small networks.

Broadband Providers
Minim Managed WiFi helps ISPs lower support
costs up to 50%, increase customer
retention, and boost ARPU by $5-12.
Hybrid Businesses
Minim for Work helps businesses secure small
office locations & remote employees with up
to 10x savings & more functionality vs.
traditional solutions.

MINIM FOR WORK >
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MINIM FOR ISPS >
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Launching ultra high-speed HW/SW bundles
Higher launch sales velocity, higher ASP

Noteworthy launch announcements

•

•

Motorola MM1025 2.5
Gig MoCA adapter
launched 5/11.

•

Motorola WiFi 6 Product
Family available for preorder & review program.
Coming this fall.

•

Zoom® ZM.1 Expandable
Mesh WiFi system
coming soon.

•
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Motorola MG8702 DOCSIS 3.1 Cable
Modem/Router with Minim-enabled app
sold 135% more units in the first 90 days
than its predecessor and +69% ASP
Average Selling Price in Amazon
increased by +15% from
the prior year quarter
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Key product differentiators
●

Strong branding. We rep the Minim brand,
Motorola brand, and more

●

Apps you can love. Empowering parents,
remote workers, gamers, streamers…

●

Fast, forward technology. AI-driven
software-enabled products and the latest
standards

●

Platform thinking. AI-driven softwareenabled products and the latest standards
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Our momentum & strategy
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MINM has momentum
Improved top line
results

Recorded record revenue (+26% YoY) and
expanded gross margins.

Activated
software
strategy

Booked software subscription revenue (Deferred
Revenue) for the first time.

Expense
management

Profitability and subsequent cash position were
heavily impacted by merger fees & adjustments
that we believe largely are in our rearview mirror

Growth-focused

Scaling manufacturing with new credit facility.
Name change. NASDAQ application.

New innovative
products

Under Motorola® brand and ZOOM® brand,
including first-ever CableLabs certified Low
Latency DOCSIS device.

Expanded sales
channels

Record-breaking sales launch of the Motorola
MG8702 in 8 retail channels & highest ASP to date
(+69% from prior model, no software).
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Expanding market share
●

Outperforming competitors. Became #1 brand in Amazon for cable
modem products for Q1 21: 22% market share in Q4 20 to 33%

●

Added retailers & wider launches. Added B&H, Staples, and Barnes
and Noble. Uptake of DOCSIS 3.1 products in 8 retailers (avg ~4)

●

Added EU & Russia service areas to support MicroImpuls, a new
customer of Trusted Home by Irdeto and Minim

●

Expanding B2B penetration through product functionality for
businesses and ISPs; adding features to support Connect America
Fund (CAF) compliance & securing hybrid work environments
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Subscription revenue just getting started
Bundled hardware/software

●

3-yr license for cloud-managed
updates & mobile app in units

Q1 2021 Results have deferred
subscription revenue for the 1st time

●

Deferred / Recognized Revenue Q1
21: $0.3M/$15M = 2%.

●

Targeting growth in this ratio as
Minim pivots to a software-led
business
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We plan to close out 2021 with big wins
New customer
acquisition

●
●
●

Add 5 new retail channels (home goods & global)
Support with fierce omnichannel marketing
Build deferred revenue through software-enabled products

Exceptional
product value

●
●

Launch high-speed WiFi 6 product family, new Motorola app
Launch Connect America Fund requirements support for ISPs

Risk management

●
●

Mitigate chipset shortage risk with early orders, accurate sales forecast
Focus on talent acquisition & retention as workforce shifts to hybrid

Financial
management

●
●

Applied to uplist to NASDAQ (complete name change to Minim)
Responsibly fund growth; achieve profitability this year

PARTNERSHIPS & ECOSYSTEM >
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A winning strategy for long-term growth
●

Open to partner vs competing with ISPs and
retailers like some competitors.

●

Sustainable. Product strategy isn’t tying services
to create privacy or antitrust concerns
(broadband, edge, browser, advertising…)

●

Software-led. Not fundamentally hardwarefocused as most competitors, where SaaS
models/investments face great friction.

●

Customer-led. Direct relationships with
businesses, ISPs & consumers for modern R&D.

●

Platform player. Like Android to phones, our
software integrates with hardware of all kinds for
a larger TAM.
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consumer driven

closed
system
or complex
integration

open
standard
easy to
integrate

ISP driven
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Our financials & shareholder value
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Growing revenue, expanding margins
Revenue growth drivers
●

Expanding and adding sales channels

●

Higher ASP products: Motorola MG8702
is +69% price point from prior gen
DOCSIS 3.0 product (no software)

Margin expansion drivers
●

Cost management: Shifting production
away from China to avoid tariff
expenses. Limiting use of air freight.

●

Introducing higher margin, higher ASP
products; the company targets 10-20%
lift to ASPs for the bundled software.
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Investing in production to meet demand
●

Inventory levels continue to ramp ahead of
strong customer demand and as hedge to
increasingly prevalent chipset shortages
and supply chain risks, as reflected within
our Inventories assets and Long Term Debt
liabilities

●

Ending cash balance of $1.2M; $1.4M cash
payment from customer expected on
3/31/21 was delayed until 4/2/21 due to a
system admin update

●

Deferred revenue now evident on Balance
Sheet – proof that the shift to a softwarecentric business model is is motion
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Committed to growth & innovation
Our commitment to strategic capitalization

●

New credit line: In March 2021, the company replaced its previous credit line with a new
$13M credit line with Silicon Valley Bank and lowered the cost of credit to Prime + 1.0%.
This new LOC will fund increased production and sales & marketing

●

Exposure & expertise: Now advised by Hayden IR and working on NASDAQ uplist filing

Our investments in innovation and scale
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●

Hardware innovation: First with CableLabs® Low Latency DOCSIS stamp; new product
design underway

●

Software innovation: Industry-leading mobile app functionality. Brought firmware talent
in-house; from 17% software engineering à 74% post-merger

●

S&M transformation: Built omnichannel sales & marketing teams for efficient budget ROI
and stellar growth
20

Focused on operational excellence
Cost management & supply chain resiliency: Tariff avoidance by shifting production facility
(China to Vietnam). Building supplier diversity for cost efficiency & chipset shortage risk hedge.
Digital transformation: Improved processes and wider use of software platforms to improve
efficiency; Zendesk has reduced our customer service wait times by 6x.
Data-driven leadership: New investment in market intelligence, customer support data, and
performance KPI tracking for effective decision making from the top down.
Culture curation: Fostering inclusivity, transparency, connection, empowerment, collaboration,
and accountability— Aligning employee motivations & rewards to deliver great outcomes.

©2021 Minim
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We have lots of room to grow
Multiple Representation:
Market Cap / Trailing 12 Month Revenue

Software Driven Model

Legacy Hardware Model

SDM average: 8.7x

LHM average: 1.4x
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2

1.8x

1x

1.0x

0.4x

0
2020Q2
pre merger
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2021
Target

Future
Target

Plume: Estimation; calculated revenue at 22M subs & $0.75/mo. per sub
Minim: Assumes a discount to the 8.7x average for SDM
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Management that executes
Jeremy Hitchcock

Gray Chynoweth

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

CEO, BOARD DIRECTOR

THE DYN (ACQ BY ORACLE) DUO

Sandra Howe

Dan Artusi

David Aronoff

Josh Horowitz

Elizabeth Hitchcock

Philip Frank

BOARD DIRECTOR

BOARD DIRECTOR

BOARD DIRECTOR

BOARD DIRECTOR

BOARD DIRECTOR

BOARD DIRECTOR

Sean Doherty

Nicole Zheng

John Lauten

Alec Rooney

Andy Piggott

Jake Scarpaci

John D’Amato

CFO

CMO

COO

CTO

SVP CUSTOMER

SVP PRODUCT

SVP REVENUE
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Questions welcome
Zoom Telephonics, dba Minim® (OTCQB: MINM), is
the creator of innovative internet access products
that dependably connect people to the information
they need and the people they love.
Headquartered in Manchester, NH, the company
delivers smart software-driven communications
products under the globally recognized Motorola®
brand. Minim end users benefit from a personalized
and secure WiFi experience, leading to happy and
safe homes where things just work.

©2021 Minim
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Appendix
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GAAP to non-GAAP reconciliation
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Revenue & gross margin
Revenue growth drivers

Planned margin expansion drivers:

●

●

●
●

Existing sales channel expansion: Amazon revenue grew 42%
Q1 21 over Q4 20 & continue to target growth here
New B2C sales channels: Added retailers Staples, B&H, Newegg,
Barnes & Noble. Shifts to online marketing
New higher ASP products Motorola MG8702 is +69% price point
from prior gen DOCSIS 3.0 product (no software)
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●

Cost management: Shifting production away from China to
avoid tariff expenses. Limiting use of air freight
Introducing higher margin, higher ASP products with software
bundled in; the company targets 10-20% lift to our ASPs for
bundled software
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Profitability - EBITDA
●

●
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Operating income improvement Y/Y and Q/Q
basis primarily driven by top-line revenue growth,
combined with reduced 1-time expenses – less
air freight, tariffs, and merger related expenses
GAAP EPS improvement both Y/Y and Q/Q basis,
driven by improved operational performance

●
●

Adjusted EBITDA returns to positivity in Q1, driven
by improved operational performance
Largest adjustment in Q1 2021 was a one-time
stock-based compensation expense related to
the conversion of Minim Inc. options into
combined company options
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Profitability – Net Loss
●

First full quarter of combined company
profile demonstrates material reduction in
net loss over prior quarter

●

Q1 2021 net loss of $0.5M represents an
improvement of $0.3M Y/Y and sequential
Q/Q improvement of $0.7M. Improvement
primarily driven by:

●
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○

Top-line revenue growth

○

Reduction in Air Freight expense

○

Minimization in Tariff expense

○

Reduced merger related expenses

Continued focus on achieving profitability
this year
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